expressed loyalty, being rather an ally to the USSR than its "marionette". This period of Tuvan history has many "blind spots", among which a special place is occupied by political repression.
At the moment, one of the most urgent scientific and social problems of the modern history of Tuva is the study of the mass repression policy in the 1930-40s, as these repressions affected many residents of the republic, although the number of victims of political persecution is unknown so far. When we looked into archival documents, it turned out that the number of politically repressed is 1,034 people (Dostak-ool, 2003: 5) Dostak-ool, the Memorial Society a member, the population of the TPR in that period did not exceed 90 thousand people, and about 8 % of the Tuva total population was subjected to mass political repression (Dostak-ool, 2003: 6) .
However, to this day political repressions in Tuva have not become the subject of a special scientific study yet. This is due to the fact that most archival materials concerning repression
have not yet been published and remain closed for use. In addition, for many people affected by repression and their descendants this problem is still too "acute" and painful, which also hinders the objective analysis of these events. These or other aspects of this problem were reflected in a number of newspaper publications, in collections of papers, or were mentioned in passing as being a part of scientific research on another subjects 
Words explanation
Kozhuun -a Tuvan administrative and territorial unit.
Noion -a representative of the Tuvan aristocratic nobility. 
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